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Introduction
• In most trade models, export performances are driven by cost
(and price) differences:
– Comparative advantages
– Standard oligopolistic models (Brander & Krugman)
– Models of monopolistic competition and heterogeneous firms
(Melitz, 2003)…
• But quality obviously matter also
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Introduction
• Considering vertical differentiation helps:
– To explain (a part of) observed intra-industry trade

Quality matters for intra-industry
trade assessment
• Greenaway, Hine, Milner (Ec. Jour. 1995) ; Fontagné et al. (1995, 2005)

• Simple idea: Split bilateral trade flows into 3 categories
– Inter-industry / Horizontal intra-industry / Vertical intra-industry

• Simple methodology: For each good and each country pair:
– If one does not observe a significant overlap of the two trade flows =
Inter-industry
– If one does observe a significant overlap of the two trade flows = Intraindustry
• If one does not observe a significant difference in prices = Horizontal Intraindustry
• If one does observe a significant difference in prices = Vertical Intraindustry
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Quality matters for intra-industry
trade assessment
• Fontagné et al. 2005
One-way trade

•

Horizontal 2-way trade

(= pure intra-industry)
Two-way trade
Vertical

represents a small share
of world trade
•

Comparative advantage
probably still matter a lot…
Within industries

Two-way trade
Horizontal

Introduction
• Considering vertical differentiation helps:
– To explain (a part of) observed intra-industry trade
– To better estimate trade price elasticities:
• Higher quality goods have a higher price  downward bias of trade price
elasticity estimates.
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Quality matters for the estimation
of price elasticities
• Crozet & Erkel-Rousse (2004)
– Estimate bilateral import functions for 5 European countries
– Use proxies for product quality from a survey on “bilateral quality
images”

Without control for quality:

With control for quality:

Price elasticites are (too) small

Price elasticites are larger and in line
with theoretical predictions (>1)
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Introduction
• Considering vertical differentiation helps:
– To explain (a part of) observed intra-industry trade
– To better estimate trade price elasticities
– To better estimate trade income elasticities:
• Higher quality goods may have a higher income elasticity
• Exports of countries specialized in high quality goods over-react to world
GDP fluctuations

Quality matters for the estimation
of price elasticities
• During recent crisis :
– Collapse of world trade
– More pronounced for export flows which price on a given market is
above the mean (= high quality)

Berthou & Emlinger (CEPII, 2009)
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Quality matters for the estimation
of price elasticities
– This is (partly) explained by differences in income elasticities

Berthou & Emlinger (CEPII, 2009)

Road map
•

Quality matters in international trade
1. Country-level
•
•

Estimation of quality from unit values
Estimation of quality from unit values and prices

2. Firm-level
•

How firms self-select across destinations according to the quality
of their products?

•

Quality versus productivity competitiveness
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Export prices
•

Most of the literature relies on export prices to proxy the
quality of the products

•

Intuition: high quality varieties should be more expensive

Export prices: Peter Schott
•

Peter Schott (QJE, 2004): Supply side
–

Study prices of product-level US import data

–

US increasingly sources the same products from both low-wage and
high countries

Products sourced
from one group of
countries
(Low, Middle or
High wage)
Products sourced
from at least 2
groups of countries
More and more
products are imported
from both low wage
and high wage
countries
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Export prices: Peter Schott
•

But prices differ greatly from an importing country to another
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Export prices: Peter Schott
•

Rich and high-wage countries export more expensive varieties (higher
quality?)

1. Specialization along quality ladders
•

Economic development goes with a rise on quality ladder
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Export prices: Hummels & Klenow
•

Hummels and Klenow (AER 2005)
–

Consider trade patterns of 126 exporting countries to 59 importing
destinations / HS6 (about 5000 products).

–

Decompose the trade flows into different margins:

EXPORT

Exported Value
of each product
(intensive
margin)

Quantities

Prices

Number of
productcs
(extensive
margin)

Export prices: Hummels & Klenow
•

Hummels and Klenow (AER 2005

Richer and bigger
countries:
Export more

Export more of each
goods
Export more goods
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Export prices: Hummels & Klenow
•

Hummels and Klenow (AER 2005
Richer countries
export more of each
goods because:
They export more
quantities
They export more
expensive varieties

Export prices: Hallak
•

Hallak (JIE, 2006) considers the demand side of the story
–
–

Hypothesis: demand for quality should increase with GDP per capita
Data:
•

–

Cross-section of bilateral trade flows and country-level variables for 60
countries in 1995. Sectors are defined at the 3-digit SITC (Rev.2) level.

Estimation:

Imports in country k,
of good z exported by
– i Prediction:
country

Fixed effects

Trade costs: Distance,
common border,
language…

GDP per capita of country k

>0  richer countries are more likely to import more
Quality of i’s exports
expensive varieties
Proxied by the price index
(computed with 10-digit
products) of i’s exports
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Export prices: Hallak
•

Export prices: Choi et al.
•

Choi, Hummels & Xiang (JIE 2010)
–

Importance of income distribution

–

 countries’ demand for quality non only depends on the mean level
of wealth, but also on income distribution

–

They estimate:

Difference in a given moment of price
distribution measures of consumption in
countries c and c’ for product k

Difference in a given moment of income
distribution measures of consumption in
countries c and c’
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Export prices: Choi et al.
•

Choi, Hummels & Xiang (JIE 2010)

•

Data:
–

Income distribution for 26 countries (from Luxembourg Income Study)
in 2000

–

Price distribution of varieties consumed in each countries in not
available  consider the price distribution of imports (from Comtrade
- HS6 products)

Export prices: Choi et al.
•
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Export prices: Choi et al.
inter-decile range
(the 90th percentile minus the
10th percentile)

•

Choi, Hummels & Xiang (JIE 2010)

•

All
coefshave
betamore
are similar
significantly
> incomes
0
income
variability
mean in
over

Countries with similar Countries
mean
Countries
withwhose
greater
income distributions
have fat or
price of imports (consume
skewed
households
more
tailshave
also greater
have price distributions
or less the same quality
variablility
mix
of import
withprices
fat or skewed tails.

Road map
•

Quality matters in international trade
1. Country-level
•
•

Estimation of quality from unit values
Estimation of quality from unit values and prices

2. Firm-level
•

How firms self-select across destinations according to the quality
of their products?

•

Quality versus productivity competitiveness
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Khandelwal (2010)
•

Khandelwal (ReStud 2010)
Basic idea: Prices are not good proxies for quality… but quality may be
infered from the part of export performance that is not explained by
prices.

Khandelwal (2010)
•

2 countries: North and South

•

Exogenous wages (outside goods), but lower wages in the
South

•

In a given industry, firms produce varieties that are both
horizontally and vertically differentiated

•

Firms in the North have a better technology facilitating the
production of higher quality

•

To produce a quality

a firm in country c incurs the cost:
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Khandelwal (2010)
•

For a consumer n, the indirect utility of consuming a variety
is:

•

The mean valuation of a variety across all consumers in a
country is

•

The market share of variety

is (logit demand structure):

Khandelwal (2010)
• Firms choose their prices and quality in order to maximize their
profits
• Optimal price:
•

= firms charge a constant markup

• Then, the optimal quality is:
• All firms from a given country have the same price and quality:
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Khandelwal (2010)
• Quality Ladder = difference between the highest quality and
the lowest one (as perceived by consumers):

Khandelwal (2010)
• Empirical implementation:
– For each product h exported by country c to the USA, at time t, the
indirect utility is for consumer n is:

Quality
Horizontal differentiation
(depends on the number of
existing varieties)
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Khandelwal (2010)
• The mean utility of the domestic variety is normalized to zero
for all products h:

• The nested logit demand structure gives:

where

is the share of variety ch over all market, and

is the share of variety ch over market h.

Khandelwal (2010)

Fixed effect
Error term
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Endogenous quality
• Julien Martin and Isabelle Mejean (2015)
• Use Khandelwal approach to estimate the
average quality of French exports
• Relate this to the intensity of competition
from low-wage countries exports on the
foreign (non-French) markets where French
exporters are active

Endogenous quality
• Julien Martin and Isabelle Mejean (2015)
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Endogenous quality
• Julien Martin and Isabelle Mejean (2015)

Endogenous quality
• Julien Martin and Isabelle Mejean (2015)
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Endogenous quality
• Julien Martin and Isabelle Mejean (2015)

Endogenous quality
• Focus on Textile industry, the impact of the end of Multifiber
agreements (in 2002) and Chinese Exports
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Road map
•

Quality matters in international trade
1. Country-level
•
•

Estimation of quality from unit values
Estimation of quality from unit values and prices

2. Firm-level
•

How firms self-select across destinations according to the quality
of their products?

•

Quality versus productivity competitiveness

Firm-level export prices and export performances
•

Manova and Zhang (QJE, 2012)
–
–

Use Chine firm-level export data
Compute, for each firm-product, the average price and the total export
revenue

–

Show that firms with larger export revenues also charge higher prices,
especially for differentiated goods

–

Show that it is also true within firms, across destination
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Firm-level export prices and export performances
•

Two mechanisms may be at work:
–

Firm-selection across markets

–

Quality to market

+ one: markup strategies

Quality sorting
Firm-Level selection though a quality sorting

Baldwin & Harrigan (AEJ micro) present a very simple model
of trade with firm’s heterogeneity.
Heterogeneity is not in term of productivity, as in Meltiz…
… but in capacities to produce higher quality goods
Only the firms with the highest quality can be profitable on
distant markets
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Quality sorting

•

Utility function (country d):
s
s -1 ö s -1
æ
U d = çç ò éës( j )g q( j )ùû s ÷÷
è j ÎWd
ø

•
•
•

Where s(j) is the quality of variety j.
Firms are assumed to draw a quality level s.
And each quality level entails a specific set of inputs and
production methods such that marginal costs are increasing in s

•

Marginal cost function for firm i:

c(i ) = w s(i )l
•

(where ω includes the country-level wage)

Quality sorting
•

FOB price (mark-up function):

p(i) =

•

s
w s(i)l
s -1

Demand:
1-s
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Quality sorting
•

Quality “pays” if the cost of quality is lower than the willingness to
pay:

l -g < 0
•

In this case, firms drawing a higher s
–
–
–

Charge a higher price
But receive larger demand from each market
Are more likely to export and export more

–
–

In more distant market, only high quality firms export
Thus aggregate price increase with distance
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Quality sorting
•

Empirical evidence: Champagne exports (Crozet, Head and
Mayer, 2012)
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Quality sorting
•

Empirical evidence: Champagne exports (Crozet, Head and
Mayer, 2012)
–

•
•

Use expert assessments to evaluate the quality of the variety: Juhlin’s
Champagne guide

•

Richard Juhlin is considered as the world's foremost expert on Champagne.
His book gives ratings of one to five stars to each "important" producer based on
the average quality of its Champagnes over several years.
Juhlin rates over 500 producers, about ten times as many as other sources

•

Robustness checks use alternative rating (e.g. Parker’s guide)

Quality sorting
•

Empirical evidence: Champagne exports (Crozet, Head and
Mayer, 2012)
–
–
–

Use expert assessments to evaluate the quality of the variety: Juhlin’s
Champagne guide
Merge this information with French firm-level exports of champagne
8-digit product detail:
• wine is 2204
• sparkling wine is 220410 (hs6)
• Champagne is 22041011, distinct from other sparkling white wines
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Quality sorting
•

Empirical evidence: Champagne exports (Crozet, Head and
Mayer, 2012)
Merging procedure:
–
–
–
–

Juhlin gives firm names and addresses for each producer.
INSEE gives firm names and addresses for each exporter.
We found matches for 284 exporting producers.
They account for 94% of Champagne exports in 2005.

Quality sorting
•

Why Champagne ?

•

Producers cannot relocate production (as in the Helpman, Melitz, Yeaple
2004 framework).

– Because it is legally impossible
– Because it is technically impossible:
“combination of chalky soil and fickle northern European weather yields sparkling wines that simply
can't be replicated anyplace else" (Steinberger, 2005)
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Quality sorting
•

Why Champagne ?

• Quality is determined at firm level and higher quality is costly:
– Higher quality requires more expensive inputs (more expensive grapes and better
dosage)
– Higher quality requires more inputs (Extended ageing on lees incur extra input resources
per bottle)

Quality sorting
•

Why Champagne ?

• Champagne is a blended wine:
– Manufacturing production is distinct from grape-growing activity = no strict capacity
constraints
– Quality is constant over time (no vintage production is exceptional)
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Quality sorting
•

Why Champagne ?

• Quality ratings available for firms that account for most exports.

Quality sorting
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Quality sorting

Quality sorting
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Quality sorting

Quality sorting
•

Estimate:
–

The impact of quality on export prices
•

–

OLS with destination-country FE

The impact of quality on export decision
•

–

Probit and LPM with destination-country FE

The impact of quality on export value
•

EK-like Tobit (with destination-country FE) to control for
selection bias
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Quality sorting

Quality sorting
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Quality sorting
•

Structural interpretation of the coefficients
–

The coefs in the price equation give the “cost of quality” (λ)
•

The production of a 5-stars champagne costs 68% more than a 1-star

Quality sorting
•

Structural interpretation of the coefficients
The coefs in the export value equation is (l - g )(1- s )
They give the “willingness to pay for quality” ()

–
–
•

With =5, the consumers are willing to trade 12 bottles of 1-star champ for one 5star
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Quality sorting

Firm-level export prices and export performances
•

Two mechanisms may be at work:
–

Firm-selection across markets

–

Quality to market

+ one: markup strategies
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Shipping the good apples out
•

Hummels & Skiba (JPE, 2004)
–

Adapt the Alchian Allen conjecture to international trade

–

Idea:
•

Most trade theories assume for simplicity “iceberg transport costs”
–

= add valorem transport cost

•

But if trade cost are per unit (rather than per monetary unit), then
shipping expensive goods is relatively cheaper

•

If producers can choose the quality they send on each market, they sell
the highest quality on distant markets

•

“Shipping the good apples out”

Shipping the good apples out
•

Exporting country j produces high (H) and low (L) qualities.

•

Demand in country i for country j’s product depends on prices
of the 2 qualities and the price of alternative goods

•

For any quality, CIF price depend on FOB price, ad valorem
tariff and transport cost f
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Shipping the good apples out
•

A marginal change in the transport cost affects the relative demand for quality:

Difference in own-price elasticity of the quality good
with the cross-price elasticity of the low-quality good
with respect to the quality good (<0)

•
•

Difference in the two cross-price
elasticities with respect to the outside
good (=0)

The second parenthesis is positive since quality good is more expensive
The first parenthesis is negative if the (negative) direct price elasticity is larger thant the
(negative) cross-price elasticity
If the 2 cross-prices elasticites with respect to the outside good are the same the second
term is zero
 An increase in transport cost increases the relative demand of quality good
The magnitude of this Alchian-Allen effect depends on

•
•
•

Shipping the good apples out
•

Data:
–

Bilateral trade of 6 importers (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay,
Uruguay, and the USA)

–

6-digit classification (more than 5000 products)

–

Data provides
•

Total freight rates : Fijk

•

Shipment value (fob) : Vijk-Fijk

•

Shipment weight (= proxy for quantities) : WGTijk

–

They compute the per unit freight rate: fijk=Fijk / WGTijk

–

and the fob price: pijk=(Vijk-Fijk) / WGTijk
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Shipping the good apples out
•

Estimated equation (1) = are freight rates ad-valorem (i.e.
proportional to prices)?

•
•

Iceberg transport cost  =1
Alchian Allen conjecture: <1 (or =0 if freight cost is only per unit)

•

<0 if there are some increasing return to scale (or discount prices
of transport for large shipments)
>0 if transport costs increase with distance

•
•

AA  cost per unit should be lower for higher price… but more expensive good need
more expensive insurance and handling requirement  IV strategy to control for
endogeneity

Shipping the good apples out
•

Instruments for
prices = tariffs and
countries’ income

US data are more disagregated (10-digit) and some quantities are reported in units,
not in tons  Better control for changes in the quality mix exported by countries
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Shipping the good apples out
•

Estimated equation (2):

•

Alchian Allen conjecture: >0
–

Import prices for a given country increase with trade cost .

•

<0 : ad-valorem trade costs (such like tariffs) reduce more
the imports of expensive varieties ( decrease import
prices)

•

1 and 2 >0 : richer countries export and import more
expensive goods

Shipping the good apples out
Within product (eq. 11)

•

Within product-exporting
country
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No Selection, no quality… just transport costs
•

Julien Martin (2009)
–

Just assume (like Hummels & Skiba) a mix of an ad valorem
and per unit fixed cost:

•

–

If =1 we have a purely additive trade cost.

Then:

No Selection, no quality… just transport costs
•

Julien Martin (EER 2012)
–

He replicates the Baldwin and Harrigan test of the impact of
distance on export prices

–

But with (French) firm-level data
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No Selection, no quality… just transport costs
•

Julien Martin (EER 2012)
–

–

The positive relationship between distance and export prices is
not (only) due to a selection effect as suggested by:
•

Alchian Allen

•

Baldwin and Harrigan

It is also explained by firm-level pricing strategies (pricing to
markets):
•

On average, firms charge higher prices on more distant destinations
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No Selection, no quality… just transport costs
•

Assume the following trade cost function (similar to Humels
and Skiba/AA):

pcif
d (i) = p(i)t d + Td
–If there is no vertical differentiation, the profit maximization gives the
following mark-up equation:

pcif
d (i) =

s
(Td + c(i)t d )
s -1

pdfob (i) =

1 Td
s
+
c(i)
s -1 t d s -1

–Prices are not anymore a constant mark-up over marginal cost.
–Now, fob prices differ across destinations: they are higher on more
distant (=higher T) countries
– “Reversed – dumping”

No Selection, no quality… just transport costs
•

Bottom line:
–

A positive relationship between transport cost and export product
prices is not sufficient to prove the existence of vertical differentiation
and productivity sorting

–

fob unit value can not be considered as proxies for quality

–

Assuming iceberg transport cost in trade models is not innocuous:
•

Under monopolistic competition with CES functions:
–
–

With iceberg transport cost firms charge a constant mark-up on all
destinations
With additive transport cost firms charge a higher mark-up on distant
markets
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